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End conditions for improved cubic spline derivative approxi- 
mations 
N. Papamichael & A. J. Worsey (*) 
ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of  deriving accurate nd condit ions for cubic spline interpolation at 
equal ly spaced knots. In particular we derive a number of  end condit ions which lead to deriva- 
tive approximat ions of  high accuracy. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let s be a cubic spline on [a, b] with equally spaced 
knots 
x i = a + ih ;  i = 0 ,  1 ..... k, (1.1) 
where h = (b -a) / k. Then s ~ C 2 [a, b] and in each of 
the intervals [x i -1' xi]; i = 1, 2 ..... k, s is a cubic 
polynomial. 
Given the set of values Y i; i = 0,1 ..... k, where 
yi = Y(Xi); y~ cn[a,b], n ~ 4, 
we consider the problem of constructing an inter- 
polatory ssuch that 
s(xi) = Yi; i= 0,1 ..... k. (1.2) 
To simplify the presentation we use throughout the 
abbreviations 
mi= s(1)(xi ), Mi= s(2)(xi) and y!r)= y(r)(xi); 
r= 1,2,3,4.  
If the values mi; i = 0, 1 ..... k are known, s can be 
constructed in each of the intervals [x i_1, xi] by use 
of Hermite's two point interpolation formula. Equiv- 
alently, ffthe values Mi; i= 0, 1 ..... k are known, 
s can be obtained in [x i -1' xi] by integrating 
1 st2)(x) = -~- [(x i - x) M i_l + (x-x i_l)Mi] 
twice with respect to x and using the interpolation 
conditions (x i_1) = Yi-l '  s(xi) = Yi for the deter- 
mination of the two constants of integration. To deter- 
mine either of the k +1 parameters m i or Mithe con- 
sistency relations 
3 (1.3) mi-1 + 4mi + mi+l  = ~- (Yi+l - Yi-1) ; 
i= 1, 2 ..... k -1, 
or  
_6  
Mi-1 + 4Mi + Mi+l - -~  (Yi-1 - 2Yi + Yi +1); 
i= 1,2 ..... k - l ,  (1.4) 
are used, these being direct consequences of the con- 
tinuity constraints on s. Since either (1.3) or (1.4) 
provide only k -  1 linear equations, it follows that the 
interpolation conditions (1.2) are not sufficient to 
determine s uniquely. Two additional linearly inde- 
pendent conditions are always needed for this purpose 
These are usually taken to be end conditions, i.e. con- 
ditions imposed on s,s (1) or s (2) near the two end 
points a and b. 
As might be expected the choice of end conditions 
plays a critical role on the quality of the spline ap- 
proximation. It is well known that the best order of 
uniform convergence that can be achieved by s and its 
derivatives i
lls (r) -y ( r ) l l  = O(h4-r ) ;  r = O, i ,  2, (13)  
where II. II denotes the uniform norm on [a, b]. It is 
also known that this order is obtained only if the end 
conditions of s are such that 
mi _ y!l) = 0 (hn); i = 0, I ..... k, (1.6) 
with n ~ 3. This implies that the order of 
max Iml-y!l)l determines the quality ofthe end 
0g igk  
conditions of s; see e.g. Kershaw [6] and Behforooz 
and Papamichael [2]. However, if y is sufficiently 
smooth then, as observed by Lucas [7], a better indica- 
tion of the accuracy of s is provided by the order of 
max IXil where, 
0,~i,;k 
Xi=y!2) h 2 y!4)+ h 4 y!6)_/vii; i=0,1 ..... k. 
-1-T 3Td 
(i .7) 
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The reason for this emerges from the results (1.9)- 
(1.11), stated below. 
Let s be an interpolatory cubic spline which agrees 
with y ~ C8[a, b] at the equally spaced knots (1.1) 
and satisfies end conditions uch that 
max [X~l ~ a n hn; 0 < n < 6, (1.8) 
0<i, ;k " 
where a n is a constant independent of h and the X i 
are defined by (1.7). Then, the foUowing results are 
direct consequences of the results established in
Lucas [7] : 
(i) There exist constants A n, Bn, Cn, D n and E n inde- 
pendent of h such that 
-max [mi -y} l ) l~An hr+l ,  
0<igk  
max 
0<i<k-1 
[s(1)(xi + 0.5h) -y(1)(xi+ 0.5h)[ g B n h r + 1, 
max [s(2)(xi+ gh)-y(2)(xi+#h)[ g C n h r, 
Ogi<k-1 
with g = (3 +- X/~)/6, 
max [s(3)(xi + 0.5h)- y(3)(xi + 0.5h)l ,~ D n h r -1, 
Ogigk-1 
max [y}3) 1 l< igk -1  -2--if- (Mi + 1-Mi-1)l < En hr - l '  
(1.9) 
where r = min (n, 3). 
(ii) There exist constants Fn, G n and H n independent 
of h such that 
1 (14M 0 _5M1 + 4M 2 _M3) [ g Fn h r, [y(02) - i2- 
• max {- 12) - f i  (Mi_l+ 10Mi + Mi+ 1)1~ Gn hr, 
1¢ i¢k-1  Yl 
lY(k 2) (14Mk- 5Mk_l+ 4Mk_ 2 -Mk_3)l- 8n h r , 
- (1.10) 
where r = rain (n, 4). 
(iii) There exist constants K n and L n independent of
h such that 
2gigk-2lY}3) 1 max - 24h (Mi-2-14Mi-1 + 14Mi+ 1-Mi+2)[ 
Kn h r - l ,  r = rain (n, 5), 
max [..(4)_ 1 l g igk -1  h h2 (Mi- l-2Mi+Mi+l)lgLn hn-2" 
(1.11) 
The following conclusions can be drawn immediately 
from the above results. If, in (1.8), n ) 2 then the 
cubic spline s has optimal 0(h 4) convergence uniformly 
on [a, b]. If n ;~ 3 then the derivatives of s display the 
superconvergence properties (1.9), and the linear com- 
binations of the M i contained in (1.107 give more ac- 
curate approximations to '~() than those obtained 
from s(2). Finally, ff n = 6 then the linear combinations 
of the M; contained in (1.11) give 0(h 4) approxima- 
tions toYi (. 3) and y!4) respectively. 
It should be observed that some of the results (1.9)- 
(1.11) hold under much weaker equirements than 
y ~ C8[a, b]. Full details concerning these require- 
ments can be found in Lucas [7]. (See also Behforooz 
and Papamichael [3], where an alternative interpreta- 
tion to some of the results corresponding to the case 
n = 3 is established under the assumption y ~ C 5 [a, b]). 
The purpose of the present paper is to derive various 
dasses of end conditions and to compare their quality 
by using as a criterion the order of 
max [-I 2) h2 y! 4) h4 y}6)-Mi[ (1.12) 
0g igk  Yl - 1"-2- + '3 -~ 
In particular we derive a number of end conditions for 
which (1.12) achieves 0(h n) with n > 5. Such end con- 
ditions are needed for computing accurate approxima- 
tions to y~'3) and y[4) " by means of the formulae con- 
tained in (1.11). Although some of the results concern- 
hag the less accurate nd conditions can be established 
under weaker continuity requirements, in order to 
simplify the presentation we assume throughout that 
y ~ c 8 [a, b]. 
The following lemma is needed for the derivation of 
the results given in section 2. It can be established 
easily, from (1.4), by Taylor series expansion about 
the point xi; see Lucas [7, p. 576]. 
Lemma 1.1 
Let 
Xi = y}2) h 2 y}4) + h 4 . (6)_Mi; i=0,1,. . . ,k.  
- 1--2- 3 -~ ri 
If y e C 8 [a, b] then 
h i _ l+  4Xi + Xi+l= Ei; i=1,2 ..... k- l ,  (1.13) 
where 
[Eil g ~---~-h61ly(8)ll. (1.14) 
2. END CONDITIONS 
We let s be an interpolatory cubic spline which agrees 
with y e C 8 [a, b] at the equally spaced knots (1.1) 
and satisfies end conditions of the form 
JAM0+ 3M1 + 7M2 =~2 fi=~0 ~iYi +h i=0 l l~b'y 11) 
2 
I + h2 ~i=0 ci y!2)? (2.1) 
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7Mk_2 + flMI.,,_..+aML=K 1---li__2; 0 h  2 F 4 aiYk-i 
2 b y( l )  h 2 ~ ciY(k?i} (2.1) -h  ~ + 
i=0 i k-i  i=0 
where we assume without loss of  generality that 
a ;, 0. Our purpose is to examine the effect that 
various choices of the parameters a, fl, % ai, b i and c i 
have upon the quality of  the spline approximation. We 
do this by using as a criterion the order of  max IXil 
0<igk  
where, as before, 
(2 )_h  2 h 4 
X i=,  y~4)( + yi '6)-Mi ; (  - -  i=0 ,1  ..... k. 
7i 12 360 
(2.2) 
With this notation the equations (2.1) and (1.4) give 
aX0 + fix1 + ~X2 = ~o' 
Xi-1 +4Xi  +x i+ l  =E i ;  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  k - l ,  (2.3) 
7Xk_ 2 + flXk_ 1 + ak  k = E k, 
where 
- a iY i -h Z biY:(1)-h 2 ciY! 2) 
E0 = h-2 i~O i :O " i= 
+ h 2 [aY(O 2) + flyt2) ~y(2) l h 4 re,,(4)~, a,,(4)~_~, (4), +-  z -~- t  7 0 T~'Z 1 T / J  2 J 
h 6 ra (6) ~yt6) Ty(26)]} 
+3--d-~-t yo + + , 
= 1 .[ 4 2 / l~  ~ 2 
Ek ~[ -~ aiY k i +h ~ biY k~ ~i-h~ ~ ciY(k22i 
h i=0 - i=0 - i=0 
+ h2[aY(k2) + fly(k2..)1 + 7y(k222 ] 
h4 ,  a (4) ft.(4) + 7y(k4!2 ] 
- i -2  t Yk + 7k -1  
h6 [ayi6)+fly(k621+TY(k6.?2 ]} (2.4) "1" 3"3-~0" - , 
and, from (1.14), 
iE i l< 516 h611y(8)ll; i=1 ,2  .... ,k -1  (2.5) 
8!  
Also, by Taylor series expansions about the points x 2 
and x k _ 2' we find that 
7 Bj , j -2  (j) 
E0= ~ 0 (h6)' (2.6) j=0  - j -F.  n Y2 + 
7 (-1) 3 Bj hJ_2 (j) + 0(h6 )
Ek = j~0 ~ Yk-2 ' 
I 
where 
-130 = -a  0 - a 1 - a, 2 - a 3 - a 4, 
B 1 = 2a 0 + a 1 -a  3 -2a  4 -b  0 -b  1 -b  2, 
B 2 = - 4a 0 - a I - a 3 - 4a 4 + 4b 0 + 2b 1 - 2c0 - 2c I - 2c 2 
+ 2a + 2fl + 2% 
B 3=8a 0+a 1 -a  3 -8a  4 -12b  0-31) 1+ 12c 0+6c  1 
- 12a-  6fl, 
B 4 = -16a 0 - a I -a  3 -16a  4 + 32b 0 + 4b I - 48c 0 - 12c 1 
+ 46a + 10fl - 27, 
B 5 = 32a 0 + a I -a  3 -32a  4 -80b 0 -5b 1 + 160c 0 + 20c 1 
- 140a  - 10fl, 
B 6 = _ 64a 0 - a I -a  3 - 64a 4 + 192b 0 + 6b 1-480c 0 - 30c 1 
+ 362a + 2fl + 27, 
B 7 = 128a 0 + a I -a3 -128a 4 -448b 0 -7b  I + 1344c 0
+ 42c I - 812a + 14fl. (2.7) 
To simplify the presentation we assume that in (1.1) 
k ~ 5. Then a sufficient condition for the unique 
existence of s is that the parameters a, fl and 7 satisfy 
either 
~i) a=~ and ~4a 
(ii) a :/: 7 and 
+ "Y - 52-- (7 - a)+, 3~ < 11a 
or  
2 
5//> 19a + 3' + T (7 -a )+,  
(2.8) 
where 
{7 0, T<a,  (7 -a)+= -a  7>a.  
This follows easily from the results of Behforooz and 
Papamlchael [2, p. 358-59], by observing that the linear 
system (2.3) can be written in the tridiagonal form 
I 
(c - 7) )t o + ~ -4"/) X 1 = E 0 - 3,E 1, 
Xi_l+ 4Xi + Xi+l= Ei; i=1,2 .... ,k-l, 
(fl - 4T)Xk_ 1 + (a-T)Xk = E k -TEk_  1, (2.9) 
and that the matrix in (2.9) is the matrix of  the linear 
system which determines the parameters M i of  s. The 
results of [2] also show that if (2.8) holds and 
Ei= 0(hm); i=0 ,  k, (2.10) 
then 
max IXil = 0 (hn), (2.11) 
O<i<k 
when n = rain (m, 6). This shows that the quality of 
end conditions of  the form (2.1) is determined by the 
order of El; i = 0, k. 
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The remainder of the paper is concerned with examin- 
ing various classes of end conditions of the form (2.1). 
In each case we consider only end conditions for which 
s attains the optimal order 0(h 4) of uniform conver- 
gence on [a, b]. This requires that El= 0(hm); i = 0,k, 
with m > 2, and implies that the parameters a,8, ai, 
b i and c i must be chosen so that in (2.7), 
Bi= 0; i= 0, 1,2, 3. (2.12) 
To avoid unnecessary repetition, we point out now 
that all the results of subsequent sections are estab- 
lished under the assumption that the parameters a,
and ~ satisfy the condition (2.8). This condition 
certainly holds for all the specific values of a, ~ and ~/ 
that occur in the results, considered in the following 
sections. 
3. END CONDITIONS INVOLVING VALUES OF y 
ONLY 
We take bi= ci= 0; i= 0, 1, 2 and "y = 0 in (2.1) and 
consider end conditions of the form 
f 4 aM0 + OM1 = h 2 i=0 
1 4 aiYk-i" (3.1) flMk-1 + aMk = h-'2- i=0 
It should be observed that there is no loss of generality 
in assuming that ~/= 0. The reason for this is that the 
terms ~/M 2 and ~/M k_2 can always be eliminated by 
means of the relations (1.4). 
It can be shown easily from (2.7) that the require- 
ment (2.127 is satisfied for any values of the param- 
eters a,//and a 4 provided that the other four par- 
ameters in (3.1) satisfy the relations 
a0= 2a+/ /+ a 4 , a l=-5a-2~-4a  4, 
a 2= 4a + ~ + 6a 4, a3=-a -4a  4 • (3.2) 
When (3.2) hold then 
i 
Bi= 0; i= 0, 1,2, 3, 
B 4 = 4(5a-~-6a4) , B 5 = 20(-4a + ~7, (3.3) 
B 6 = 60(4a -/3-2a4), B 7 = 140(-4a + fl), 
and, by using (1.4), the end conditions (3.1) can be 
written as 
f a4A4M - (a - 6a4) A3M 0 - (5a -8 -  6a4)A2M0 = 0, 
a4V4M k + (a-6a4)V3M k-  (5a - / / -  6a4)V2M k = 0. 
(3.4) 
In particular if a 4 = 0 then (3.47 gives the class of end 
conditions 
i aA3M + (5a-~)A2M0 = 0, aV3Mk - (5 a - 8) V2Mk = 0, (3.5) 
which is considered fully in Behforooz and Papamichael 
[2]. The special case a = 0,//= 1 of (3.5) i.e. the condi- 
tions 
A2M0 = V2Mk = 0, (3.6) 
have also been considered by De Boor [4] and [5, p. 
55], Kershaw [6] and Lucas [7]. 
For any values of a,/ /and a 4 the end conditions (3.4) 
are such that El= 0(h2); i= 0, k. However, it follows 
from (3.3) and (3.47 that when a 4 = (5a-//)/6, i.e. 
when in (3.1), 
f a = (17a + 5//)/6, a 1 =-  (50a + 88)/6, a 2 = 9a, 
a3= (-26a+ 4//)/6, a 4 = (5a -/~)/6, (3.7) 
then 
i Bi=0; i=0,1 ..... 4, B5=20( -4a+~ ), B 6 = 20(7a - 2//7, B 7 = 140(-4a +//), (3.8) 
and the end conditions (3.1) can be written as 
f (5a -~)A4M 0 + 6 (4a-~)A3M 0 = 0, (5a-//)V~Mk~ - 6(4a-~)V3M k = 0. (3.9) 
This class of end conditions i considered in Behforooz 
[1]. 
For any values of a and//the nd conditions (3.9) are 
such that El= 0(h3); i = 0,k. However, f fa  = 1 and 
= 4 then 
Bi=0; i=0,1 ..... 5, B6- -20 ,  117=0, (3.10) 
and the end conditions 
A4M0= V4Mk = 0, (3.11) 
are such that E i = 0 (h 4) ; i = 0, k. Furthermore, (3.11) 
are the most "accurate" end conditions of the class 
(3.17, in the sense that they are the only such end con- 
ditions for which E i = 0 (h4); i = 0, k. These conditions 
are considered by Lucas [7]. 
4. END CONDITIONS INVOLVING VALUES OF y~l//X 
ONLY 
In this section we consider end conditions of the form 
am + ffm I + ~m2 = b0Y(017 + b ly i  1) + g2y~ 1), 
~mk_ 2+//-mk_ 1 + amk = b2Y(k122 + blY(k121 + b0Y(k 1), 
(4.1) 
where ~ ~ 0, and, as before m i = s(1)(xi). 
By using the cubic spline identities 
h h M 1 
mi=-~-Mi - -~  i+ l+-~(Y i+ l -Y i ) ;  
i=0,1  .... , k - l ,  
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and 
h hM (Yi -Yi-1); mi=-6 -'Mi-1 + 3 1+ 
i=1,2  ..... k, 
the conditions (4.1) can be written in the form 42.1) 
with 
a= a, 3= (~z+ 2~'-'~)/2, 7 = (~'-2"~)/2, gO = -3a, 
a1=34a-3-7) ,  a2=3(3+77,  a3=a4 =0, 
bi = - 3b'i; i= 0,1,2, 
c i = 0; i = 0, 1,2. (4.2) 
It follows easily from (2.7) and (4.2) that the require- 
meat 42.12) is satisfied provided that in (4.1) 
b0 -- ~z, b l  = ~ and b2 = ~' (4.3) 
Furthermore, it turns out that for the parameters de- 
fined by (4.2) and 44.3), B 4 = 0 also. More specifically 
(4.2), (4.3) and (2.7) show that for any values o fa ,~ 
and ~ the end conditions 
[  mo + + =  Y(01) + 1) +  fi17, 
7mk~ 2 + ffmk_ 1 + amk = ~yI122 + ~y(kl21 + ayt  1), 
are such that (4.4) 
f Bi= 0; i= 0,1 ..... 4, 
B5= 2(a+ 3+7) ,  B6 = -1242a + fl), 
B 7 = 158a + 32~ - 10~. (4.5) 
Therefore, for any values of a, ~ and 7 the end con- 
ditions (4.4) are such that E i = 0 4 h3) ; i = 0, k, and if 
a + 3 + 7 = 0 then E i= 0(h4); i= 0,k, 
The most "accurate" end conditions of the class (4.4) 
are those which correspond to the values ~ = 1, ~= -2 
and ~ = 1. For these values (4.5) gives 
Bi=0; i=0 ,1  ..... 6, B7=84,  (4.6) 
and thus the end conditions 
A2m0 = A2y0(1)' (4.7) 
V2mk = V2y(kl) 
are such that E i = 0 (h 5); i = 0, k. 
The most frequently used end conditions of the class 
(4,4) are those which correspond to a = 1, ~= ~ = 0, 
i.e. the conditions 
m0=Y0(1), mk=Y~ 1). (4.8) 
For these end conditions .44.5) gives 
Bi--0; i=0 ,1  ..... 4, B 5=2,  B 6=-24,  137=158, 
(4.9) 
and thus E i = 0 (h3); i = 0, k. 
5. END CONDITIONS INVOLVING VALUES OF y(2) 
ONLY 
We take ai= 0; i= 0,1 .... ,4, and bi= 0, i= 0,1,2, in 
(2.1) and consider end conditions of the form 
(5.1) 
Then the requirement 42.12) is satisfied for any values 
of a, fl, ~/and c 2 provided that the other two parameters 
in (5.1) satisfy the rehtiom 
c 0=a-7+c 2, c I =f l+23 ' -2c  2. (5.2) 
When (5.2) hold then, from (2.77, 
"Bi--0; i= 0,1,2,3, 
]34=-2(a+/ ]~ l IT+ 12c2), 
B 5 = 1042a + ~ - 127 + 12c2), 
B 5 = -118a - 281~ + 4227 - 420c 2, 
B 7 = 532a + 56~ - 1260~ + 1260c2, 45.3) 
xtd the end conditions (5.17 can be written as 
+ (c2 - 77A2y(2), 
7M k_2 + fl/dk_l + aMk= 7Y(k2)2 + ~y~221 + aY(k 2) 
+ (c 2 - 77V2yt 2). (5.4) 
For any values of a, ~,'r and c 2 the end conditions 
(5.4) are such that E i = 0 (h2); i = 0,k. However, if 
c 2 = - (a  + 3 - 1177/12 then, 
f~ i=0;  i=0 ,1  ..... 4, B5=10(a -77 ,  6 = -83a + 7f~ + 377, B 7 = 427a-49~ - 105% (5.5) 
Therefore, for any values of a, ~ and 7 the end condi- 
tions 
- (a + 3 + 7)AgY0(2)/12, 
- (a + ~ + V)V2y(k2)/12, (5.6) 
are such that Ei= 04h3); i= 0,k. In particular if a= 7 
then, from (5.57 ,
Bi=0; i=0 ,1  ..... 5, B6=-46a+7~, BT=7(46a-737, 
45.7) 
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and therefore, for any values of a and ~, the end con- 
ditions 
"aM0 +//M 1 + aM2 = ay0(2)+//yi 2) +ay~ 2) 
- (2¢ + ~)A2y0(2)/12, 
aM k_2 +//Mk_ 1 + O~k -- ay(k222 +l~y(k221 + ay(k 2) 
- (2a + ~)V2y(k2)/12, (5.8) 
are such that Ei= 0(h4); i= 0,k. 
As it is clear from (5.7), the most accurate nd condi- 
tions of the class (5.1) are those which correspond to 
the values a = 7, ~ = 46 in (5.8), i.e. the conditions 
JI M0 46M1+ 7M2= 2Y0(2) + 56yt2) + 2y~ 2), Mk_2+ 46Mk_1+ 7Mk= 2Y(k222 + 56Y(k221 + 2Y(k 2). 
(5.9) 
For these end conditions Bi= 0; i=0,1 ..... 7 and the 
Ei; i = 0,k, achieve the best possible order 0(h6). The 
conditions (5.9) are considered in Lucas [7]. 
The most frequently used end conditions of the da.ss 
(5.4) are those which correspond to a = 1, 
/3 = ~/= c 2 = 0, i.e. the conditions 
M0=Y0 (2) , Mk = y(k2). (5.10) 
For (5.10), 
Bi=0; i=0,1,2,3,  B4=-2, B 5=20, B 6=-118, 
B 7 = 532, (5.11) 
and thus E i = 0 (h2); i = 0,k. 
6. OTHER END CONDITIONS 
Of the end conditions considered in sections 3, 4 and 5 
the most accurate are (4.7) and (5.9).These conditions 
give E i = 0(hn); i = 0, k, with n = 5 and n = 6 respec- 
tively. However, (4.7) and (5.9) require knowledge of 
y(1) and y(2) respectively, atthe six knots xi; 
i = 0,1,2, k-  2, k -  1, k, and it is unlikely that this 
additional information would be available in an inter- 
polation problem. End conditions of the class (3.1) 
do not require any additional information, but the 
most accurate of these, i.e. the conditions (3.11), give 
E i = 0(h 4); i = 0, k. In this section we show that it is 
possible to construct end conditions which require 
derivative information only at the two end points x 0 
and x k and which, like (4.7) and (5.9), give El= 0(hn) ;
i= 0,k, with r/~ 5. This is done by forming linear com- 
binations of end conditioms derived in earlier sections. 
Let EC0, EC1 and EC2 denote nd conditions which 
belong respectively in the three classes defined by (3.1), 
(4.1) and (5.1). Assume that the Ei; i = 0,k, corre- 
sponding to EC0, EC1 and EC2 are given by (2.6) 
with Bj = B~r); r = 0, 1, 2, respectively. Let EC denote 
the linear combination of EC0, EC1 and EC2, in the 
proportion do parts of EC0 to d I parts of EC1 to d 2 
parts of EC2, i.e. symbolically 
EC --d0(EC0 ) + dl(VCl ) + d2(•C2 ). (6.1) 
Then dearly the Ei; i = 0, k, for the end condition EC 
are given by (2.6) with 
Bj-- do + d1, 1) + d2 BJ2); j--o,1 ..... 7.(6.2) 
This observation leads to a simple technique for con- 
structing accurate nd conditions of the form (2.1). 
We illustrate the technique by deriving three such end 
conditions which are of greater practical value than 
(4.7) and (5.9), in the sense that they require deriva- 
tive information only at the two points x 0 and x k. 
Let 
EC = EC0 + dl(EC1 ), (6.3) 
where EC0 are conditions of the class (3.1) with par- 
ameters (3.7) and EC1 are the conditions (4.8). Then, 
from (3.8), (4.9) and (6.2), the B i corresponding to 
the conditions EC are given by 
f Bi=0; i=0,1  ..... 4, B5=20( -4a+~)+2d 1, B 6 = 20(7a -2~) - 24d 1, B 7 = 140(-4a+ ~) + 158d 1. 
(6.4) 
Therefore, if the parameters a,j3 of EC0 and d I of 
(6.3) are chosen so that 
t /e=41/10 and d l /e=- l ,  (6.5) 
then 
B i=0;  i=0 ,1  ..... 6, B 7---144a, (6.6) 
and the conditions EC defined by (6.3) are such that 
Ei= 0(h5); i = 0,k. In particular, when e= 20/72 
then (6.5) and (6.3) give the end conditions 
"M1 = 71h----~.. [185Y0 - 336y I + 180y 2 -32y 3 + 3y 4 
+ 60hy;1)], (6.7) 
M = 1  [185y k _336Yk_ 1 + 180y k 2-32Yk-3 
k-1 72h2 
+ 3yk_ 4 - 60hy(kl)] 
for which 
Bi= 0; i= 0, 1 ..... 6, B 7 = -40. (6.8) 
In a similar manner it can be shown that the end con- 
ditions 
-144M~, + 876M 1 = ~ [1313y 0 - 2888y I + 1866y 2
u h2 
- 320y 3 + 29y 4 - 60h2y0(2)], 
(6.9) 
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876Mk_ + 144Mk= h-~[1313Yk-2888Yk_ 1 
+ 1866Yk 2-320Yk 3+29Yk-4-60h2y(k2)]' (6.9) 
are such that E i = 0(h5); i = 0,k. More specifically, the 
B i corresponding to (6.9) are 
Bi=0; i=0,1  ..... 6, B7 = -23520. (6.10) 
This result is obtained by taking EC0 to be conditions 
of the form (3.1) with parameters (3.2), EC2 to be the 
conditions (5.10) and determining the parameters ct,
fl and a 4 of EC0 and the constant of proportionality 
d 2 so that 
EC -- EC0 + d2(EC2) 
gives Bi= 0; i= 0, 1 ..... 6. Finally, by taking EC01 
and EC02 to be respectively the conditions (6.7) and 
(6.9) and determining the constant d so that 
EC - EC01 + d(EC02) 
gives B 7 = 0, we find that the end conditions 
-M0+ 2M 1-- 1 [_1187y 0_864y 1+ 2376y 2
864h 2 
- 352y 3 + 27y 4 - 2940hY0(1) - 360h2y0(2)], 
2Mk_ 1+ Mk = 1 [-1187Yk-864Yk 1 + 2376Yk 2 
864h 2 - _ 
- 352Yk_ 3 + 27Yk_ 4 + 2940hY(kl) -360h2y~)], "" '~ 
(6.11) 
are such that El= 0(h6); i= 0,k. 
7. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we present numeticakresuhs obtained 
by taking 
y(x)=exp(x);  xi=0.05i; i=0 ,1  ..... 20, 
and computing the parameters Mi; i = 0,1 ..... 20, of 
the cubic splines with end conditions (3.11), (4.8), 
(5.10), (6.7), (6.9) and (6.11). We denote these six 
splines respectively by s I, sip Sli P slV, s V and Svi. 
As was remarked earlier (3.11) are the most accurate 
end conditions of the class (3.1), whilst (4.8) and 
(5.10) are respectively those most frequently used 
from the classes (4.1) and (5.1). The three new "ac- 
curate" end conditions (6.7), (6.9) and (6.11), like 
(4.8) and (5.10), require derivative information only 
at the two endpoints and for this reason are of greater 
practical interest than (4.7) and (5.9). 
The results in tables 1-4 are computed values of 
[mi_y!l)[, [~!2)_y!2)[, [~!3)y!3)[ and 
1~!4)- y!4)l, 
corresponding to si, Sli ..... Svi, where ~!r) ; r = 2,3,4 
denote the approximations to y!r) obtained by using 
the formulae contained in (1.10) and (1.11). The 
results illustrate dearly that the use of accurate nd 
conditions, like (6.7), (6.9) and (6.11), leads to signif- 
icant improvement in the accuracy of the approxima- 
tions ~i(r); r-- 2,3,4, especially near the two ends of 
the interval of interpolation. 
An important observation concerns the results corre- 
sponding to the end conditions (3.11) and (4.8). Al- 
though for these conditions the theory gives A i = 0(h 4) 
and X i = 0(h 3) respectively, the numerical results of 
s I are slightly less accurate than those of Sli. The 
reason for this is that the theoretical results of the 
present paper concern orders of convergence only. In 
fact a more detailed analysis imilar to that used in 
Behforooz and Papamichael [2] gives, for (3.11) and 
(4~), 
t 
max[~i[ < .5834h4exp(1) + 0(h6); i= 0,k 
and 
max] ~,i [~ (.0203 + .0405h + .0381h2)h3exp(1) 
L + 0(h6); i = 0, k. 
(7.1) 
respectively. With h = 0.05 and the 0(h 6) terms ignored 
(7.1) gives 
max[Xi[ < 0.0225x(0.05)3exp(1), 
and 
max [~'i [< 0.029 lx(0.05)3exp(1). 
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TABLE I 
values of lffi i - yO)  l . 
Xo 
x 1 
x 2 
x 8 
Xl0 
x12 
x18 
x19 
x2o 
s I Sll si11 sly s v Svi 
T 
.387x10 -8  
• 468x l  0 -7  
• 356x l  0 -7  
.518x10 -7  
• 572x l  0 -7  
• 633x l  0 -7  
.915x10 -7  
-7  
• 667x  10 
• { 8Oxl 0-6  
.458x10 -7  
.359x{0- 7 
.518x i0  -7  
.572x10 -7  
.632x l0 -  7 
.786x10 -7  
-6  
. l l 5x lO  
.304x!0  -5  
.769x l  0 -6  
• 254x l  0 -6  
.519x10 -7  
.572x i0  -7  
• 630x l  0 -7  
.501x lO -6  
-5  
• 228x l  0 
• 808xl 0 -5 
.346x10 -7  
.365x10 -7  
• 384x i  0 -7  
.518x i0  -7  
• 572x l  0 -7  
• 632x l  0 -7  
• 854x ] 0 -7  
-7  
.898x10 
• 940x  ] 0 -7  
.345x10 -7  
.366x10 -7  
.383x10 -7  
.518x i0  -7  
.572x10 -7  
.632x10 -7  
.853x10 -7  
-7  
.899x i0  
.938x10 -7  
.347x10 -7  
.365x10 -7  
.384x i0  -7  
.518x10-  7 
.572x i0  -7  
.632x10 -7  
.854x!0  -7  
.898x!0  -7  
.944x!0  -7  
TABLE 2 
) - - 
xo 
x 1 
x 2 
x 3 
x 8 
Xl o 
x12  
x17 
x18 
Xl 9 
~o 
s I si i  sII I  sI V s v svi 
• 402xi 0 -s 
• 376x l  0-6  
-7  
• 768x l  0 
• 459x l  0 -7  
• 259x l  0 -7  
• 286x l  0 -7  
-7  
.315x10 
.978x10 -7  
.171x i0 -  6 
.842x]0 -  6 
-5  
.906x10 
.367x i0  -5  
• 340x l  0 -6  
.671x10 -7  
• 433x l  0 -7  
• 259x!  0 -7  
• 286x i  0 .7 
.317x]0  -7  
• 223x l  0 .7  
.277x10 ~6 
.831x l0  -6  
-5  
.722x l0  
.271x]0  -3  
• 279x l  0 -4  
.750x10 -5  
• 198x l  0 -5  
• 287x l  0 -7  
• 294x l  0 -7  
• 392x l  0 -7 
.541x10 -s  
• 204x l  0 -4  
-.4 
.758x10 
-3  
.737x!0  
• 543x  10 -6  
• 196x10 -7  
• 188x l  0 -7  
• 203x l  0 -7  
• 259x10 -7  
• 286x10 -7  
.316x10 -7  
.404x10 -7  
• 436x l  0 -7  
.418x10 -7  
• 127x  10 -5  
• 553x i  0 -6  
• 206x l  0 -7  
• 186x l  0 -7  
• 203x l  0 -7  
• 259x 10 -7  
• 286x l  0 -7  
.316x10-  7 
• 402x l  0 -7  
• 442x10 -7 
.395x i0  -7  
• 125x l  0 -5  
• 530x{ o .6  
• 182x i  0 .7  
.192x l0  -7  
• 202x  10 -7  
• 259x10 -7  
• 286x l  0 -7  
• 3 i 6x l  0 -7  
• 406x l  0 -7  
.427x l  0 -  7 
.449x i  0 -7  
. ,3~,0 -  s 
TABLE 3 
(3 )  I w l , . ,~s  o f  I~(.~ ) - y i • 
x 2 
x3  
xv, 
x 8 
x lo  
x12  
x16  
x17  
x18  
s I si I  sI I I  sir s v SVI 
: l15x lO  -6  • 101x lO -W 
_.5 
• 255x l  0 
• 843x l  0 -6  
• 159x10 -6  
• 172x10-  6 
.181x]0- 6
• 136x l  0 -  5 
.619x10 -5  
.219x10-  ~ 
• 909x10 -5  
-5  
• 228x i  0 
.771x10 -6  
• 159x10 -6  
• 172x10 -6  
• 199x l  0 -6  
• 198x i  0 -5  
.629x i0  -5  
• 246x l  0 -4  
.777x10 -3  
-3  
• 208x l  0 
.557x10-  ~ 
• 128x l  0 .6  
• 207x l  0 -6  
• 970x l  0 -6  
• 152x10 -3  
• 566x l  0 -3  
• 21 lx l  0 -2  
.152x lO -6  
-6  
. l l i x lO  
• 130~1 o-6 
• 155x i  0 -6  
.172x lO -6  
• 190x l  0 -6  
.239x10 -6  
• 220x l  o .6  
• 343x l  0 .6  
• { 80x{  0 -6  
-6  
• 104x l  0 
• 132x i0  -6  
• ! 55x l  O-  6 
• 172x10 -6  
• 190xl0- 6 
.243x l0  -6  
• 203x l  0 -6  
.407x10 -6  
.121x10 -6  
• 127x l  0 -6  
• ! 55x l  0 --6 
• 172x l  0 -6  
• { 90xl 0 -6 
• 232x10 -6  
• 243x l  0 -6  
.257x10 -6  
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TABLE 4 
 alues I/2  
x 1 
x2 
x~ 
x 6 
x 8 
Xl 0 
x12 
Xlb, 
x16 
x18 
x19 
s I s i i  sii I SIv s v Svi 
• 172x l  0 -2  
.461x!0  -3  
.330x i  O-b, 
.236x10 -5  
• 161x lO -6  
-7  
• 154x l  0 
.369x10 -6  
.527x i0  -5  
• 735x l  O-b, 
• 103x 10 -2  
• 383x] 0 -2 
• 155xi 0 -2 
.414x i0  -3 
.297xi O-b, 
.212xi0  -5 
• 14Ox l  o -6 
-7 
.430x•0 
.428xi0  -6 
• 582xi 0 -5  
.809x l  0-b, 
. l13x10 -2  
• 420x] 0 -2 
.134 
• 359xi 0 -I 
• 258xi 0 -2 
• 185x i  0 -3 
• 135xi O -b' 
.357xi0 -5 
• 362xi O-b, 
.503xi0 -3 
.70]xlO -2 
.976xi0 -I 
.364 
.642xi0 -5 
.17Oxio- 5 
• 984xi 0 -7 
• 984xi 0 -8 
• I 04x l  0 -7  
• 242x i  0 -7  
.130x lO -7  
.359xi0 -7 
.339x l  0 -6 
.410x l0  -5 
.151x l0 -b ,  
• I 11x l0 -b ,  
• 296x l  0 -5  
• 189x l  0 -6  
• 332x l  0 -8  
• 995x l  0 -8  
• 242x l  0 -7  
• 141x10 -7  
.510x10 -7  
• 550x l  0 -6 
.704x10 -5  
.261x10-b ,  
.476x10 -7  
.343x i  0 -7  
• 260x i  0 -7  
• 188x l  0 -7  
. l l ox Jo -  7 
.241x10 -7  
. l16x lO  -7  
• 152x l  0 -7  
• 508xl 0 -7 
.891x10 -7  
. !17x l0  -6  
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